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Programs as Tools for Economic Development

**Mission**
Haa Aaní Mission of Economic Development in SE Alaska

**Entity**
Haa Aaní, LLC
HACDF

**Program**
Direct Industry Investment
Entrepreneurial Support & Development
A BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT COMPETITION FOR SOUTHEAST ALASKA
Focus on sustainability

Triple Bottom Line

Open to new and existing businesses

Local Resources → Local Economies

Economic (Profit)

Environmental (Planet)

Social & Cultural (People)

Sustainability
3 Years

115 Applications

18 Communities

7 Winners

P2P winning businesses support 25+ jobs in SE Alaska

www.p2pweb.org
What is SSP? – A network of organizations and communities

Challenge – Sustainable community development in SE Alaska

How we do it – by working together and building capacity
FOCUS AREAS

Energy Independence  Natural Resources
Food Security        Economic Development